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Intelligent Apps 'hat are intelligent apps? 
tete nest generation of mobile applications ill be 
the result of multiple worlds dliding:  when 
application development eels artificial 
intelligence. the Internet of tins and big data 
analytic, intelligent ins are the outcome. Put 
simply. these are Ips tint continually learn from 
Use/ Itf8C1100, and other datasources to Tome 
even more relevant and useful telligenteven more relevant and useful telligent 

apps are applications that us historical and real-time data from user interactions and other 
purees to make predictions and suggestions, delivering personalized and adaptive user 
experiences Sc can see intelligent app. as an appliance of articial intelligenceand 
advanced machine learning the form of an applicalion.Over the last decade access to large 
amounts of data and esti-improving recessing power have enabled machine learning to 
take a huge leap forward. Unlike even systems. kich take a lot of aiding to embed 
knowledge.machirse learning doesn't require much programming all. The more the 
systemsystem is used. the better it gets.So. these apps intuitively adapt and learn from teraction 
with an enterprise's data to deliver unparalleled customized insights that enhance 
business sults. The key requirement is to have aces to vast quantities of high'quality data. 
good example of an intelligent app is a VPA (Virtual Personal Assistant). which helps you 
manage nosily tasks such as entails and highlights important information for the user. 
These assistants still ive limited options but are getting more and more sophisticated.Rut, 
the use of intelligent apps isn't mited to this alone. Organizations like Salesforee and Owl< 
arcarc increasingly infusing Al into irious enterprise applications that span sales and 
marketing. supply chain. HR. and other areas of isMess, providing them with actionable 
business and customer insights that enhance business results or instance. an intelligent 
app with a predictive analytic, engine collecting data from industrial achines on a 
customer's premise can automatically alert a eld technician that a part approaching. 
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Big Data:

Big Data and Hadoop Training – Explore the Curriculum to Master Big
Data and Hadoop.

Big data refers to problems that are associated with processing and storing
different types of data. Most of the companies today, rely on big data analytics
to gain huge insight about their:

 customer, customer,
 product research,
 marketing initiatives and many more.

For your surprise, big data led Germany to win the world cup.

Hadoop and Spark are the two most famous frameworks for solving Big Data
problems.

If you already have some knowledge of Big Data, splendid! If not, now is the
time to start.time to start.
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